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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper provides in a chronological fashion an  
introduction to six frameworks that one can ap-
ply to describing, understanding and also potentially  
innovating business models. These six frameworks 
have been chosen carefully as they represent six very 
different perspectives on business models and in 
this manner “complement” each other. There are a  
multitude of varying frameworks that could be chosen 
from and we urge the reader to search and trial these 
for themselves. The six chosen models (year of release 
in parenthesis) are: 

•	 Service-Profit Chain (1994)
•	 Strategic Systems Auditing (1997)
•	 Strategy Maps (2001)
•	 Intellectual Capital Statements (2003)
•	 Chesbrough’s framework for Open Business Mod-

els (2006)
•	 Business Model Canvas (2008)

2. SERVICE-PROFIT CHAIN

While the concept of the Service-Profit Chain is rela-
tively unknown in the accounting, finance and inno-
vation literature, it is more well-known in marketing 
management. This concept was first offered in 1994 
and is heavily skewed towards a commercial reality in 
which the customer service of the company is assumed 
to portend the future for a growing number of busi-
nesses. Originally developed as a marketing manage-
ment tool, the Service-Profit Chain observes that, in 
the “new economics of service”, senior management 
needs to focus on employees and customers rather 
than on profit goals and market share (Heskett et al. 
1994). This logic is not dissimilar to that of Kaplan & 
Norton’s strategy maps (see section below) where the 
desired value manifests itself in high levels of profit-
ability and increased market share is created by a work-
force that is satisfied and loyal. Consequently, the pos-
itive attitude of employees is essential because these 
are the individuals who deliver the service to customers 
on a face-to-face basis. Even in the case of exemplary 
levels of service provision, a degree of customer turno-
ver is unavoidable as individuals find their personal cir-
cumstances change, however, ways of minimizing such 
leakages become another strategic priority.

Figure 1: The Service-Profit Chain

The Service-Profit Chain is presented as a horizontal 
visualisation, with employee satisfaction identified 
using various attributes including: workplace design; 
job design; employee selection and development;  
employee rewards and recognition; and the provision 
of the necessary “tools for serving customers”. Implicit 
here is the requirement for all of these attributes to 
be embedded, reproduced and enhanced on a continu-
ous basis. The immediate outcomes of high levels of  
employee satisfaction are then identified as employee 
loyalty and retention, both of which impact on a pre-
paredness to strive for the highest levels of customer 

service provision. The latter are identified as the key to 
high levels of customer satisfaction and loyalty. Suc-
cess in this regard is linked to high levels of custom-
er retention, which Heskett et al. associate with zero 
customer defections (see Reichheld & Sasser Jr, 1990). 
Beyond simply retaining customers, opportunities for 
cultivating the advocacy of service offerings should 
constantly be explored. 

Consequently, the Service-Profit Chain identifies a 
wide range of measurement metrics that may be used 
to report the performance of a business. As with the 
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Strategy Map concept, a scoreboard is used to report 
company performance with a strong emphasis on 
employee and customer metrics and rather less on 
the actual business process. Conventional financial 
performance indicators also have a place within such 
a scoreboard approach but, as Heskett et al. observe, 
their importance is decentred. Thus, the approach  
provides the opportunity to combine sets of relevant 
lead (forward-looking) and lag (historical) indicators. 
Finally, the Service-Profit Chain uses narrative report-
ing to complement numbers and the focus on employ-
ees and customers, are best served by the use of more 
qualitative forms of reporting, which in turn comple-
ment the underlying strategy narrative. 

In the Service-Profit Chain literature we find hints 
that the growing emphasis on businesses to produce  
year-on-year increases in shareholder value has had 
a negative impact on the evolution of the long-term 
evolution of the company. The Service-Profit Chain is 
in this sense a horizontal representation that begins 
with a market overview, which informs the business 
strategy. The business strategy translates into a range 
of value creating activities, including “customers” 
and “people”. The expectation is that, if appropriate  
sustainable relationships are maintained between 
the company and its customers and staff, long term  
financial performance will ensue.

3. THE STRATEGIC SYSTEMS 
AUDITING FRAMEWORK

Remembering that the business model is the platform 
which enables the strategic choices to become prof-
itable, then it is clear that a business model is not a  
pricing strategy, a new distribution channel, an infor-
mation technology, nor is it a quality control scheme in 
the production setup. A business model is concerned 
with the value proposition of the company, but it is 
not the value proposition alone as in itself it is sup-
ported by a number of parameters and characteristics. 
The question is here: how is the strategy and value  
proposition of the company leveraged? 

To understand the foundations of the business model, 
metaphorically speaking, the pillars on which the plat-
form rests, it is necessary to look at the organizational 

attributes of the company. In doing so, the focus should 
not be on the elements themselves, i.e. organizational 
structure, alliances, management processes, custom-
er types, but rather on the characteristics of the links  
between them. A few years after the Service-Profit 
Chain came out of the marketing management lit-
erature, the collaboration between KPMG and a group 
of financial reporting and auditing researchers and  
University of Illinois – Urbana Champagne, gave birth to 
the “Client Business Model” as it was called by KPMG. 
By the involved researchers it was denoted the Strate-
gic Systems Auditing framework (henceforth the SSA 
framework). 

Bell et al. define “The (client) business model as a 
strategic-systems decision frame that describes the 
interlinking activities carried out within a business 
entity, the external forces that bear upon the entity, 
and the business relationships with persons and other 
organizations outside of the entity” (1997, pp. 37-39). 
As such they identify six components which need to be 
described in order to encompass the description of a 
business model: 

•	 External forces

•	 Markets 

•	 Business processes 
•	 Strategic management process
•	 Core business processes
•	 Resource management processes 

•	 Alliances

•	 Core products and services

•	 Customers.

Bell et al. (1997) reason that gaining an understanding 
of key value creation processes and related competen-
cies that enable the company to realize its strategy 
is an essential element of understanding its financial 
figures. By measuring and benchmarking the perfor-
mance of core business processes and management 
and support processes, the ‘KPMG Business Meas-
urement Process’, depicted in figure 2 below, facili-
tates and enhances an understanding of the risks that 
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threaten attainment of the business objectives of the 
company. The following of this framework is argued 
to lead to an understanding of client business model 
and a documentation the ability of the company to 
create value and generate future cash flows, through  

depiction of the specific process analyses, key per-
formance indicators, and business risk profile in the  
specific company, thus a similar procedure could  
potentially form the foundation for external communi-
cation more generally. 

Figure 2: The KPMG Business Measurement Process (Bell et al. 1997)

The SSA model is as such based on an analysis  
procedure that departs in the strategic analysis of the 
external forces affecting the company, the markets 
on which it operates, along with an analysis of its al-
liances, products, and customers. Next, an analysis of 
the business processes regarding strategic manage-

ment processes, core business processes, and resource  
management processes leads to a so-called Entity  
Level Business Model and the identification of key 
business performance measures. This is depicted in 
figure 3 below. 
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Following up on the Strategic-Systems Auditing (SSA) 
model, Bell & Solomon define the business model as: “a 
simplified representation of the network of causes and 
effects that determine the extent to which the entity 
creates value and earns profits” (2002, xi). An interest-
ing catch here is the distinction between value creation 
and profits, instigating that value creation should be 
perceived from a broader perspective than merely a 
shareholder value perspective. 

Compared to the suggestions by Bell et al. (1997), the 
2002 framework provided by Bell & Solomon focuses 
more narrowly on value creation and has predomi-
nately internal focus incorporating the elements of 
value drivers, value creation, and representation. As 
a distinctive feature, the SSA model departs from an  
auditing perspective where Bell et al. (1997) argue for 
the importance of gaining an understanding of the  
client’s strategic advantage. This is, however, not only 
a necessity from an auditing perspective since under-
standing the strategic advantage of a company is the 
prerequisite for understanding how it creates value. 

Gaining an understanding of key value creation pro-
cesses and related competencies that enable the  
company to realize its strategy is an essential element 
of such an analysis. By measuring and benchmarking 
the performance of core business, management and 
support processes, the ‘KPMG Business Measurement 
Process’, depicted in figure 13, facilitates and enhanc-
es an understanding of the risks that threaten the  
attainment of the business objectives in the compa-
ny. The following of this framework is argued to lead 
to an understanding of the client’s business model 
and a documentation of the ability of the company to 
create value and generate future cash flows through  
depiction of the specific process analyses, key per-
formance indicators, and business risk profile in the  
specific company. Thus, a similar procedure could  
potentially form the foundation for external communi-
cation more generally. 

The SSA model is based on an analysis procedure that 
departs in the strategic analysis of the external forc-
es affecting the company and the markets on which 
it operates, along with an analysis of its alliances,  

Figure 3: The Client business model (Bell et al. 1997) 
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products, and customers. Next, an analysis of the 
business processes regarding strategic management  
processes, core business processes, and resource man-
agement processes leads to a so-called Entity Level 
Business Model and the identification of key business 
performance measures.

SSA gives an idea of the parameters that make up 
and define the outskirts of a business model. Through 
the strategic analysis, the following aspects of the  
organization are described: external forces, markets,  
alliances, products, and customers. Next, the SSA 
model includes a process analysis tool which helps 
the analyst from a risk based perspective to find the 
most appropriate KPI’s and controls of key risks for the 
company to be able to deliver the value proposition 
and through this identify the characteristics and key 
aspects of the links between organizational elements. 
The business process analysis is applied on three  
archetypes of processes, namely: strategic manage-
ment processes, core business processes, and resource 
management processes. The process analysis follows 
the steps depicted below:

1. Process objectives
2. Inputs
3. Activities
4. Outputs
5. Systems
6. Classes of transactions
7. Risks which threaten objectives
8. Critical success factors
9. Other symptoms of poor performance
10. Performance improvement opportunities

Finally, the step of identifying Critical Success Factors 
leads to the actual business performance measure-
ment including the identification of performance KPI’s 

according to the four dimensions: financial, market, 
process, and resource. This process is illustrated in the 
box below for a Merger & Acquisition choice process. 

4. STRATEGY MAPS

The Strategy Map (Kaplan & Norton, 2001; 2004) is a 
development of the Balanced Scorecard, which origi-
nally emerged from management accounting practices 
in the mid 1980s (Kaplan and Norton, 1992, 1993; see 
also Maisel, 1992). Initially, the Balanced Scorecard was 
described as a multi-perspective reporting framework; 
its principal function was to enhance internal manage-
ment reporting, however, it was later considered to also 
have potential for external reporting. Kaplan & Norton 
(1992) identified four generic perspectives for the Bal-
anced Scorecard: growth and development (later learn-
ing and growth); internal business processes; the cus-
tomer; and financial perspectives. They later asserted 
that these four perspectives could be viewed as form-
ing a cause and effect chain that was represented as a 
vertical configuration beginning with the learning and 
growth perspective Kaplan & Norton, 1996). As learn-
ing and growth is developed within a company, up-
ward links are made to the internal (business process) 
perspective. Business processes are in turn linked to 
customers who, ultimately, influence the financial per-
spective of the company (Kaplan & Norton, 1996: 31). 
By 1996, the Balanced Scorecard was commended as 
a strategic management tool and, by 2001, it became 
clear that this cause and effect chain was intended to 
visualise a generic process for the creation and delivery 
of value to both customers and shareholders. In 2004, 
the Balanced Scorecard was described as “...one of 
the most influential management ideas of the past 15 
years” (ICAEW, 2003: 23). 
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Kaplan & Norton (2001; 2004) use the Balanced  
Scorecard to develop the Strategy Map, which they  
describe as the game plan of the enterprise and a tool 
to help management to accomplish long term goals 
and objectives of the company. Although financial  
objectives (such as return on capital employed) sit 
at the head of the Strategy Map, Kaplan and Norton 
recognise that the key to the success of an enter-
prise is customer loyalty, which is developed through  
market offerings (value propositions). Kaplan and  
Norton maintain that, where customer loyalty is  

secured, financial targets are also likely to be achieved 
and ultimately shareholders will see their own value 
creation and delivery expectations fulfilled. In order 
to meet the expectations of the customer base, it is 
necessary for the enterprise to ensure that its various 
internal business processes are effectively configured 
and operated. Vital to this process is the appropriate 
utilisation of the resource base of the enterprise, with 
particular importance being placed on the creation and 
reproduction of a highly competent and committed 
workforce.

Figure 4: Balanced Scorecard anno 1996 (Kaplan & Norton 1996)
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According to Balanced Scorecard the basic theory for 
the economic company control is that it is based on 
the strategy of the company. As mentioned above, the  
financial budget constitutes the future plans of the 
company, translated into monetary units. If the  
company should move into a specific direction, such 
strategic views should be incorporated in the financial 
budget.

Similarly, if you want to influence actions carried out 
in the company with regard to implementing the plans 
of the company, you should also evaluate the steps, 
which bring the company in the desired direction.

You will be able to find a number of other management 
models, which like the Balanced Scorecard are based on 
the outlined basic principles, such as: The Business Ex-
cellence Model, Total Quality Management, Business 
Model Analysis and Knowledge Statements. 

4.1 Strategic understanding
The Balanced Scorecard is an example of how to  
manage your company by combining non-financial  
performance goals and financial performance goals. 
In the beginning of the nineties academic circles had a 
lively debate precisely on the sufficiency by managing 
on budget deviations alone. Popular phrases such as “If 
you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it” and “What 
gets measured gets done” were among the views, 
which formed the basis for the debate. In his influen-
tial article from 1991 The Performance Measurement 
Manifesto Eccles argued in favour of companies being 
managed according to a more balanced set of details. 
By balanced details Eccles means both financial details 
and non-financial details, as well as details pointing 
forward and retrospective details.

The positioning perspective is the starting point for the 
Balanced Scorecard strategy understanding. The theory  

Figure 5: Strategy maps (Kaplan & Norton 2001)
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is that only a few key strategies, referred to as posi-
tions in the market place, are advisable in any given 
industry. The theory is that it is possible to defend 
the market position against existing and future  
competitors and that a unique position in the specific 
market place ensures the highest possible return. The  
strategic context is the market place which is charac-
terized by finances and competition. The attractive-
ness of the particular market place is a decisive factor 
for the choice of position.

The strategic process forming the basis for the BSC 
theories is characterized by the fact that it is a deliber-
ate process where a generic strategy is designed based 
on analytic calculation, and the purpose of which is to 
position the company in the market place. Thus the 
specific strategic process in connection with Balanced 
Scorecard passes four phases:

1. The management specifies the financial aims to be 
achieved, and the market segments to approach

2. The aims are to be achieved through customer sat-
isfaction

3. Customer satisfaction is achieved through the 
“right” generic value chain model

4. To maintain the right generic value chain model in 
the future, goals for learning and growth must be 
defined.

The strategy contents are about choosing a position 
in the market. The process controlling persons are 
the top management having the role as designers of 
the value chain processes. A positioning approach is  
therefore a distinct outside-in view where the market 
conditions decide the strategy and thus the struc-
ture, the processes and the resources of the particular  
organization. The strategy which the management 
conveys to the organization is thus a report on the 
future profitability profile and market position of the 
company. The management is obliged to communicate 
the replies to the following questions to the rest of the 
organization: “Where is our future market position?” 
and “How can we compete?”

4.2 Managerial challenges
As described in the above sections the Balanced Score-
card is the strategic management tools to implement 
the strategy of the company, and the point of depar-

ture is that the performance level of the company is 
controlled by four different perspectives which are  
assumed to inter-relate in the shape of the causal  
relations. Therefore it is assumed that these four  
perspectives are based on the strategy of the company. 
It is obvious to ask the following questions:

Do causal relations exist?
The chain of causal relations assumed to explain 
the connection between the competences of the  
employees, through the business model and the  
financial result of the company, the BSC model calls 
a strategy map. However, the question is whether 
the asserted causal relation between the chosen key  
indicators and the financial results actually exists in 
the real world?

Are the casual relations linear?
A correct identification of the correlations is vital for 
the identification of the correct actions. As an exam-
ple, the correlations between an increased customer  
satisfaction and customer profitability are hardly  
linear. Undoubtedly it might be more profitable to use 
resources on changing a customer satisfied on the  
average into an extremely satisfied customer than  
using the resources on the customers who are already 
extremely satisfied. Thus the correlation is decreasing. 
Due to the underlying theory that BSC helps to cre-
ate focus on the right performance measuring seen in  
relation to the perspective of the company, it would be 
obvious to ask as follows:

What happens to elements that are not measured?
“What gets measured gets done” is a widespread 
quote in the management discussions. This is obvious, 
also seen in the light that many companies connect  
rewarding systems to achieved results. However, if 
management focus points only in one direction it goes 
without saying that other elements will be given a 
low priority, which might have serious consequences.  
Therefore it is important constantly to consider  
whether the measured elements bring the company 
closer to the actual goal.

4.3 Strategy maps
The strategy map process is based on the overall goals 
and ideologies, and it aims at operationalizing the am-
bitious ideas and making them tangible, and thereby 
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manageable. Therefore the process starts by looking at 
the vision and mission of the company to form the ba-
sis for the strategy map:

1. Define the vision of the company (what will we be/ 
achieve?)

2. Evaluate the mission of the company (why are we 
here?) and account for the core values (what do we 
believe in?)

3. Work out the strategy of the company (how can we 
fulfill the vision?)

In this way the company can describe, translate and 
implement the strategy by means of the strategy 
map in order to identify the measuring of the achieve-
ments related to value creation, financial result and  
management of the company by means of Balanced 
Scorecard. In the below subsection the strategy  
mapping is briefly described with regard to the four 
perspectives in Balanced Scorecard, i.e. the financial 
perspective, the customer perspective, the internal 
perspective and the learning and growth perspective.

Thus, the Strategy Map can provide a wide range of  
information on the implementation of a company’s 
chosen business model. Precisely how much informa-
tion is provided depends on a number of factors; for  
example, only information that is relevant to  
understanding company performance should be  
reported. It is not intended that the Strategy Map 
should supersede the existing financial statements. 
Instead it should provide supplementary informa-
tion that helps stakeholders understand company  
performance more fully. Likewise, the Strategy Map 
is not intended to reveal an enterprise’s most vital  
commercial secrets. 

5. INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL 
STATEMENTS

Intellectual capital reporting was developed to  
respond to criticisms of a mismatch between the  
market value of companies and their financial state-
ments. While some contributors sought to put financial 

values on intangible assets, others pursued a scorecard/
index-based approach to intellectual capital values, of 
which there are now several alternatives: The Skandia  
Navigator (Edvinsson & Malone, 1997), the Intangible 
Assets Monitor (Sveiby, 1997) and the Value Chain 
Scoreboard (Lev, 2001). All three of these report-
ing frameworks exhibit a number of similarities with 
the Balanced Scorecard and seek to provide a set of  
relevant indicators of intellectual capital growth using 
a combination of financial and non-financial informa-
tion. 

Danish researchers are credited with the initial (DATI, 
1999, 2001; Mouritsen et al. 2003) and subsequent 
development (The Meritum Report 2002; Bukh and 
Johanson, 2003) of the Intellectual Capital Statement 
(ICS). More recently, principles for the production of 
ICSs have been proposed in Australia (Boedker, 2005). 
The main difference between the ICS and the score-
card approach to capital reporting is that the former 
is based in narrative rather than numerical indicators; 
advocates of the ICS commend the incorporation of a 
wide range of qualitative reporting, and often talk in 
terms of visualising intellectual capital rather report-
ing on it (Fincham and Roslender 2003). Equally, there 
is always a place for relevant indicators, confirming 
the view that the ICS is underpinned by an extensive  
interpretation of what accounting entails (Mouritsen 
and Larsen 2005).

Its supporters argue that an ICS should communicate 
a narrative of knowledge resources in a company, the 
challenges that management face in the process of 
value creation, the initiatives identified by the com-
pany to do so and the resulting performance indicators 
(Mouritsen et al. 2003). The structure of this model is 
presented in figure 6 below. 
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The knowledge narrative is a story about how the  
company seeks to create value for its customers 
through the utilisation of its knowledge resources; 
it identifies the ambition of the company knowl-
edge management and formulates a strategy for the  
company know-how in the future. Thus, the knowledge 
narrative has three elements: (i) how the customer is 
taken into account by the products or services of the 
company (the use value); (ii) which knowledge resourc-
es (for example, employees, customers, processes and 
technologies) it must possess to deliver the described 
use value; and (iii) the particular nature of the product 
or service in question. 

To formulate the knowledge narrative, companies 
need to provide answers to a number of key ques-
tions including: what product or service the company  
provides; what makes a difference for the custom-
er; what knowledge resources are necessary to be 
able to supply the product or service; and what is the  
relationship between value and knowledge resources? 
The company management challenges are informed 
by its knowledge narrative and relate to obstacles 
that the company must overcome to fulfil the ambi-
tion that has been set for it. This consideration is also  
informed by the answers to certain questions includ-
ing: what are the challenges that the organisation is 
experiencing; which of the existing knowledge resourc-
es of the organization should be strengthened; and 
what new knowledge resources are required? Togeth-
er, the knowledge narrative and management chal-
lenges contribute to a coherent strategy of knowledge  

management, which results in the identification of a 
series of initiatives; for example, knowledge contain-
ers (such as employees, customers, processes or tech-
nologies). Management are required to choose and  
prioritise these initiatives. 

Thus, although the first three elements of an ICS  
assume a narrative form, they can be supplemented 
by qualitative information where appropriate (such as 
illustrations). In the final element, the results of the 
initiatives are monitored using quantitative indica-
tors, as in scorecard approaches. As ever, the choice of  
indicators is informed by the information needs  
believed to be most relevant to users. Already, a  
number of key indicators have been identified  
including: staff turnover; job satisfaction; in-service 
training; turnover analysed by customer; customer  
satisfaction; precision of supply etc..

Barth et al. (2001) argue that traditional financial 
statements do not represent knowledge resources very 
well and consequently the Danish initiative was keen 
to promote ICS as an external reporting mechanism. 
The audit profession was also encouraged to provide 
a range of insights on how to make such a reporting 
framework more credible for external reporting purpos-
es. Experiences from Danish firms issuing ICS (cf. Bukh 
et al. 2001; Mouritsen et al. 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2002) 
show that, intellectual capital is not only about knowl-
edge resources in the form of human capital, customer 
capital, structural capital but also about their comple-
mentary attributes; for example, the productivity of 

Figure 6: The Danish guideline for intellectual capital statements model (Mouritsen et al. 2003: 13)
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one resource may improve by investments in another. 
It may be that investments in employee development 
will improve the effectiveness of IT technology, or cus-
tomer-relations. If this is the case, human capital can-
not be separated from organizational capital, or cus-
tomer capital, and neither is there a causal relationship 
between them; the overall effectiveness is a collective 
effect that cannot be explained by the sum of its parts. 

Hence, ICSs are not to be read simply by analyzing 
the indicators and imposing an explanatory model 
to link the elements in a causal relationship (Mour-
itsen et al. 2001c), instead, ICSs comprise of textual  
representations, pictures and other indicators about the  
knowledge management activities of the firm.  
Consequently, there is no specific ways of reading and 
interpreting IC reports and this makes the comparison 
of different IC reports very difficult.

6. CHESBROUGH’S OPEN BUSINESS 
MODEL FRAMEWORK 

Chesbrough & Rosenbloom (2002, 5), define the 
business model as a construct that integrates previ-
ous perspectives on business design into a coherent  
framework that takes technological characteristics 
and potentials as inputs, and converts them through  
customers and markets into economic outputs. 

The business model is thus conceived as a focusing  
device that mediates between technology develop-

ment and economic value creation. They argue that 
firms need to understand the cognitive role of the 
business model, in order to commercialize technology 
in ways that will allow firms to capture value from their 
technology investments. Chesbrough & Rosenbloom 
(2002) identify six elements that make up a business 
model: 

1. Articulate the value proposition, that is, the value 
created for users by the offering based on the tech-
nology

2. Identify a market segment, that is, the users to 
whom the technology is useful and for what pur-
pose

3. Define the structure of the value chain within the 
firm required to create and distribute the offering

4. Estimate the cost structure and profit potential of 
producing the offering, given the value proposition 
and value chain structure chosen

5. Describe the position of the firm within the value 
network linking suppliers and customers, includ-
ing identification of potential complementors and 
competitors

6. Formulate the competitive strategy by which the 
innovating firm will gain and hold advantage over 
rivals

Figure 7: The business model mediates between the technical and economic domains (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom 2002)
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In his 2006 book Henry Chesbrough corners the term 
“Open Business Model” which has many similarities to 
what we call network-based business models. An open 
business model uses both internal and external sources 
to create value and also uses both internal and external 
sources to capture a piece of that value. Chesbrough  
argues that having a better business model is much 
more worth than merely sitting on a better technology. 
Further enhancing the competitiveness of business 
models is that they seem harder to imitate. Chesbrough 
identifies six stages of business model maturity, which 
are described below. 

Stage 1) Undifferentiated business model 
The company with an undifferentiated business model 
is characterized as selling commodities, not being able 
to differentiate itself, be driven forth by hard work, 
hustle, and luck. Such companies have difficulties 
in attracting capital and they are not scalable. Good  
examples of this according to Chesbrough are most 
restaurants. 

Stage 2) Differentiated business model 
The company with a differentiated business model has 
a performance advantage, but is characterized by be-
ing driven forth by ad hoc processes. Thus it is hard to  
sustain in the long term. Most differentiated business-
es are in the words of Chesbrough “one hit wonders”, 
e.g. most technology startups. 

Stage 3) Segmented business model 
A company utilizing a segmented business model is 
able to serve multiple segments, thus generating more 
profits via a greater volume and lower relative capacity 
costs. This business model is more sustainable, still it 
is too internally focused to hit the freeway according 
to Chesbrough. Good examples of such companies are 
most industrial firms including one of Chesbrough’s  
favorite examples, Xerox. 

Stage 4) Externally aware business model 
The externally aware business model is able to harness 
external sources of technology to complement those 
present internally. This gives a greater momentum for 

the same invested capital as well as the ability to share 
risks and rewards. This model broadens the poten-
tial market to serve, and good examples are the ERP  
system provider SAP R/3 and most Big Pharma  
companies. 

Stage 5) Integrated business model 
In integrated business models, external sources are 
routinely utilized to fuel the existing business model. 
Furthermore, unused internal ideas are allowed to flow 
outside to the business models of other companies, 
hence the company becomes a systems integrator of 
internal and external technologies. Examples of such 
business are Nike and Procter & Gamble. 

Stage 6) Platform leadership business model 
At the ultimate stage, the platform leadership busi-
ness model stage, the company now benefits from in-
vestments of others in the platform. The company can 
induce investment through its suppliers, customers, 
and other third parties. In this ideal stage a complete 
business ecosystem is created. Here the company must 
balance value creation with value capture, and be care-
ful that it does not become predatory, as this would 
destroy the ecosystem. Examples of such companies 
are Apple, .NET, WebSphere, Dell, and WalMart. 

7. BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Another more recent contribution to the field of  
business model conceptualization is Osterwalder et 
al.’s Business Model Canvas (2010). Here the value 
proposition links the infrastructure of the company 
(down-stream activities and management to execu-
tion) with the customer (distribution and after sales 
relationships). In comparison to Bell et al. (1997),  
Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) get somewhat closer 
to the goal of identifying the ‘how’ of the business 
model because they place the value proposition at the  
centre of the model as an aligning feature between  
infrastructure interrelations such as competences, 
partner network and value configuration, and cus-
tomer interrelations such as customer relationships,  
distribution channel, and target customers. 
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The Business Model Canvas is a template from which 
to discuss the “how’s” and “why’s” of the activities 
and choices made by a company in order to achieve a  
sustainable position in their industry. The model 
does not prescribe any particular starting point for 
the analysis, or any particular order of discussion. 
Rather, it prompts the user(s) to focus on natural  
connectivities between the nine building blocks that 
make up the model. Osterwalder et al. (2010) pro-
pose a process of applying the canvas to describe the  
“as-is” model of the organization, and thereafter to 
focus on strengths and weaknesses and finally try to 
narrow down potential “could-be’s” and evaluating 
this business model innovation in a SWOT-like man-

ner. The outcome of the business modeling process is a  
clearer understanding of the uniqueness of the com-
pany and how it addresses the needs of its target cus-
tomers.

We recommend the reader to zoom in on www.busi-
nessmodelhub.com for discussions on conducting such 
analyses and workshops and www.businessmodelgen-
eration.com to do his/her own exploring. A large part 
of the book and methodology is in fact present for 
free. For the advanced user the iPad app is a must have 
gadget. Check also the www.businessmodelyou.com 
website for a personal development perspective on the 
canvas. 

Figure 8: Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder et al. 2010)

http://www.businessmodelhub.com
http://www.businessmodelhub.com
http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com
http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com
http://www.businessmodelyou.com
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